
CS 21 Spring 2020
Review Problems for Final Exam

The Final Exam is Tuesday, May 19 at 8:00–10:00am

Our final will be in our usual Google Colab format–exactly the same for-
mat as the two midterms. This review is in an unusual format for us
because Professor Sauerberg (who has taught this class many times), gave
me a bunch of these problems, and I left them in his format. You should
be able to do all of these, but you do not have to turn anything in. They
are just for your practice, and to let you know I think you should be able
to do these.

Many, many of these first 74 problems should be very fast. Some not quite
so fast.

Then, starting at problem 75, there are coding problems.

This is obviously much much longer than the real final exam will be, but
it has a good mix of material from all the chapters we comvered in the
course.

1. What would Python print as a result of

>>> print(2 + 3)

(a) 2+3

(b) 2+3 = 5

(c) Error

(d) 5

2. A program that translates high-level source code into machine code
each time the program is run is called a(n):

(a) interpreter

(b) translator

(c) compiler

(d) computer

3. Python is an example of a:

(a) high-level programming language

(b) computer

(c) integrated development environment

(d) algorithm

4. Which of the following are valid Python identifiers?
a) n1 b) n_1 c) n.1 d) n-1
e) Zzzzzzz f)sumUp g) good_Show h) number
i) NUMBER j) rateOfIncrease k) 2Good2BeTrue l) xyz

5. Convert each of the following into Python expressions:

(a) 3x

(b) 3x + y

(c) x is evenly divisible by 12

(d) x plus 7 is more than 100 or else x is less than fifty

(e) x ≤ y and 2 ≤ z

6. Given num = 20, determine the value of each of the following:

(a) num / 12

(b) 123 % 100

(c) 8 + 3 * 7

(d) (0 == 1) and (2 < 3)

(e) not ((4.5 < 12.9) and (6 * 2 <= 13))

(f) (0 ==1) or ( 2 < 3)

(g) (0 == 1) or (2 < 3) and (7 < 6)

(h) (2 < 3) or (0 == 1) and (7 < 6)

7. Write the output produced by this program below.
x = 3

if 2 > x :

print( ‘First’)
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else :

print( ‘Second’)

if 2 > x :

print (‘Third’)

print(‘Fourth’)

print(‘Fifth’)

8. Suppose we interactively define a new function as follows:
def hello():

print("Hello")

print("Computers are Fun")

What would you type to call this function?

(a) hello

(b) hello()

(c) def hello

(d) def hello()

9. Consider the following function:

def greet(person):

print("Hello", person)

In this code person is an example of a(n):

(a) student

(b) program

(c) function

(d) parameter

10. What does this Python statement do: for i in range(10):

(a) It multiplies i times 10.

(b) It looks for the value of i in the number 10.

(c) It causes the instructions in the for loop to execute 10 times.

(d) Nothing, this is just a comment.

11. A comment in Python is indicated by a

(a) colon (:)

(b) dollar sign ($)

(c) asterisk (*)

(d) pound sign (#)

12. In the loop for i in range(10), what will the value of the variable
i be the first time the for loop is executed:

13. Variable names in Python may not contain

(a) letters

(b) spaces

(c) digits

(d) underscores

14. I reviewed Test 1 and can do each and every one of those problems
(T/F)

15. Python variable names are case sensitive (T/F)

16. Suppose that the variable x currently has the value 20. What state-
ment would cause the value of x to become 25?

(a) x + 5

(b) y = x + 5

(c) x = x + 5

(d) None. The value of x can’t be changed.

17. What is the value of answer after executing:
answer = 20 -4 * 5/ 2-1

18. What is the output from the following program fragment?

for i in [1,3,5,7]:

print(2 * i, end=" ")
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(a) i iii iiiii iiiiiii

(b) ii iiiiii iiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiii

(c) 2 6 10 14

(d) 1 3 5 7

19. What is the result of evaluating the expression list(range(5))?

(a) [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]

(b) [0, 1, 2, 3, 4]

(c) [0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5]

(d) None of the above

20. Which is/are counted loop that executes 5 times?

(a) for i in 5:

(b) for i in range(6):

(c) loop 5 times:

(d) for i in range(5):

21. All information in computers is encoded using only two digits called:

22. One disadvantage of using floating point representations is that

(a) they can’t represent negative numbers

(b) they my lose accuracy (significant digits) in some situations

(c) they can’t be used by the eval function

(d) they can’t be used with the math library

23. The number of distinct patterns representable with 8 bits is

(a) 8

(b) 16

(c) 64

(d) 256

24. Write the decimal number 300 in binary (base 2).

25. I reviewed Test 2 and can do each and every one of those problems
(T/F)

26. Suppose that the variable x holds a floating point number. Which
expression gives the value of x as an int?

(a) integer(x)

(b) truncate(x)

(c) int(x)

(d) x+0

27. What is the result of evaluating 7//2?

(a) 1

(b) 2

(c) 3

(d) 5

28. What is the result of evaluating 7%2?

(a) 1

(b) 2

(c) 3

(d) 5

29. What is the result of evaluating 3 + 4.0?

(a) Error

(b) 7

(c) 7.0

(d) None of the above
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30. What is the output from the following program, assuming that the
user enters the input value 5.

def main():

n = int(input("Enter a number: "))

ans=0

for x in range(1,n):

ans = ans + x

print(ans)

main()

(a) 120

(b) 720

(c) 0

(d) None of the above

31. A Python string literal can be indicated by enclosing text in:

(a) single quotes (e.g., ‘example’)

(b) double quotes (e.g., “example”)

(c) either single or double quotes

(d) all of the above

32. The Python function for getting string input interactively from the
user is

(a) input

(b) stdin

(c) getString

(d) read

33. What is printed by the following Python fragment?

s = "John Doe"

print(s[1])

(a) J

(b) e

(c) John

(d) o

34. What is printed by the following Python fragment?

s = "John Doe"

print(s[-1])

(a) J

(b) e

(c) John

(d) o

35. What is printed by the following Python fragment?

s = "John Doe"

print(s[1:3])

(a) Jo

(b) Joh

(c) oh

(d) ohn

36. What is printed by the following Python fragment?

s1 = "hello"

s2 = "polly"

print(s1 * 2 + s2)

(a) hellohellopolly

(b) hello2polly

(c) hello hello polly

(d) Nothing (the fragment is incorrect Python code)

37. What is the output of this program fragment?

for x in "Mississippi’’.split("i"):

print(x, end=" ")
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(a) Msssspp

(b) M ssissippi

(c) Mi ssi ssi ppi

(d) M ss ss pp

38. ASCII and Unicode are

(a) standardized encodings of written characters as numeric codes

(b) encryption systems for keeping information private

(c) ways of representing numbers using binary

(d) computer languages used in natural language processing

39. One difference between strings and lists in Python is that

(a) strings are sequences, but lists aren’t

(b) lists can be indexed and sliced, but strings can’t

(c) lists are mutable, but strings aren’t

(d) strings can be concatenated, but lists can’t

40. Which of the following commands would be used to open a file called
“foobar.dat” so that it’s contents could be read into memory?

(a) open = infile("foobar.dat","r")

(b) infile = open("foobar.dat","w")

(c) infile = open("foobar.dat","r")

(d) data = foobar.read()

41. Suppose you want to display the contents of a text file to the screen
exactly as it appears in the file. Which of the following program
fragments is correct?

(a) for line in infile.readlines():

print(line)

(b) for line in infile:

print(line)

(c) print(infile.read())

(d) All of the above are correct

42. A function is

(a) defined once and may be used multiple times

(b) defined once and used just once

(c) defined multiple times and may be used multiple times

(d) all of the above

43. In Python, a function definition begins with

(a) parameters

(b) return types

(c) the keyword def

(d) the name of the function

44. What is the output from the following code?

def func(p):

print("Hello", p)

print("Hello function world")

func("Polly")

func("Parrot")

45. What is the output from the following code?

def h(x,y):

ans = x * x + y * y

return ans

ans = 5

result = h(3,4)

print(ans, result)

46. What is the output from the following code?

def square(x):

x = x * x

num = 7
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square(num)

print(num)

47. The variables that are assigned inside of a function definition

(a) may be used by the caller

(b) are called parameters

(c) are local to the function in which they appear

(d) all of the above

(e) none of the above

48. Functions can send information back to the caller by

(a) changing the contents of mutable parameters

(b) returning a single value

(c) returning multiple values

(d) all of the above

49. What is the output from the following code?

def happy():

print("Happy Birthday")

print(happy(), happy())

50. Which of the following expressions is not a legal Python condition?

(a) x < 3

(b) x <= 3

(c) x != 3

(d) x = 3

51. An if-else statement implements a

(a) simple decision

(b) two-way decision

(c) multi-way decision

(d) decision loop

52. Which of the following fragments correctly reports whether x is neg-
ative, positive, or zero?

(a) if x < 0:

print("negative")

else:

if x == 0:

print("zero")

else:

print("positive")

(b) if x > 0:

print("positive")

if x < 0:

print("negative")

if x == 0:

print("zero")

(c) if x > 0:

print("positive")

elif x ==0:

print("zero")

else:

print("negative")

53. A Boolean expression

(a) evaluates to either True or False

(b) cannot be used in a condition

(c) produces a run-time exception

(d) all of the above

54. What is printed:

count = 4

while count > 0:

print(count)

count = count -2
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55. What is printed:

i = 0

count = 0

while i <= 2:

j = 0

while j <= 3:

j = j + 1

count = count + 1

i = i + 1

print(count)

56. What is printed:

count = 2

sum = 0

for number in range(2):

while count > number:

sum = sum +5

count = count -1

print(sum)

57. What is printed:

count = 0

for i in range(3):

for j in range(3):

if i == j:

count = count + 1

print(count)

58. What is the missing line from the following fragment of code designed
to add up the numbers in a list?

sum = 0

# missing line

sum = sum + x

(a) for i in range(len(nums)):

(b) for i in range(nums):

(c) for x in nums:

(d) for x in nums[i]:

59. What is the missing line from this fragment of code designed to
accumulate a list of positive numbers entered by a user into a list?

nums = []

x = int(input("Enter a number: "))

while x > 0:

# missing line

x = int(input("Enter a nmber: "))

(a) nums = nums + x

(b) nums + [x]

(c) nums.append(x)

(d) nums[i] = x

60. What is the output from this fragment?

myList=[1,"two","iii",4]

myList[2]="one"

print(myList)

61. A step-by-step set of instructions for accomplishing some task is
called a(n):

(a) calculation

(b) expert system

(c) interpreter

(d) algorithm

62. An object combines

(a) design and analysis

(b) graphics and text

(c) data and operations (methods)

(d) accessors and mutators
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63. What statement would import all of the components of the math
library so that functions can be used directly without dot notation,
for example: sqrt(x**2+y**2)).

(a) import math

(b) import math.*

(c) from math import all

(d) from math import *

64. What is printed:

scoreA = 0

scoreB = 3

while scoreA < 5 or scoreB < 5:

scoreA = scoreB

scoreB = scoreB + 1

print(scoreA,scoreB)

65. Complete the truth table for the boolean expression:
not C1 or C2 and C3

66. The statement:

random() >= .30

will be true

(a) about 30% of the time

(b) about 70% of the time

(c) always

(d) Never

67. What is printed:

data = [-1, 0, 1,-1,1]

count = 0

for number in data:

if number == 0 or 1:

count = count + 1

print(count)

68. For each variable in the code below, provide its data type.

(a) b = ""

(b) c = ()

(c) e = 1

(d) f = []

(e) g = 1.0

(f) h = True

If necessary, you can use the built-in function type() to help you
determine the datatypes of the variables.

69. The following code is supposed to compute the product of the num-
bers in a list. For example, product ([3, 5, 2]) should return 30.
However, the program contains a logical error. What is the logical
error? What line(s) cause the problem? Fix the error.

def product(nums): # line 1

for n in nums: # line 2

prod = 1 # line 3

prod = prod * n # line 4

return prod # line 5

print( product ([3 ,5 ,2]) ) # line 6

70. An object is an instance of a

(a) program

(b) class

(c) method

(d) data

71. The keyword ? is required to define a class.

(a) def

(b) return

(c) class
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(d) All of the above.

72. A ? is used to create an object.

(a) A constructor

(b) A class

(c) A value-returning method

(d) A None method

73. Given the declaration x = Circle(Point(10, 20), 5), which of
the following statement is most accurate.

(a) x contains an int value.

(b) x contains an object of the Circle type.

(c) x refers to a specific instance of a Circle object.

(d) x redefines the Circle class.

74. Analyze the following code:

class A:

def __init__(self):

self.x = 1

self.__y = 2

def getY(self):

return self.__y

a = A()

print(a.x)

(a) The program has an error because x is private and cannot be
access outside of the class.

(b) The program has an error because y is private and cannot be
access outside of the class.

(c) The program has an error because you cannot name a variable
using y.

(d) The program runs fine and prints 1.

(e) The program runs fine and prints 2.

Write some code

75. Write a program that will prompt a user to enter a temperature as
an integer. Your program will print “it is hot” is the temperature
is over 100, “it is cold” if the temperature is under 60, and “it is
just right” if the temperature is between 61 and 99 inclusive. The
program continues to ask for termperatures, and evaluates them as
above, until the user enters a temperature of 0.

76. Write a function roll_dice(n), which returns the result of rolling n
dice. For example, if n is 1, then your function will return the result
of 1 die. If n is 10, then your function will return the individual
rolls of each of the 10 dice. Thus, your roll_dice() function will
return a list of values of size n. Next, write a main function which
calls your roll_dice() function. In the main function, output the
values of the odd-numbered dice.

77. Write a function called isVowel() to determine whether a character
(i.e., a string of length 1) is a vowel. Your function should return a
Boolean value. That is, isVowel() returns True if the character is
a vowel and False otherwise.

78. Write a Python program that uses a for loop to increment each value
in a given list by 5. Print the new list of numbers.

79. Write the chunk of code that will ask the user for an input phrase
and then print the acronym of the phrase. (An acronym is a word
formed by taking the first letter of each word in a phrase. For
example, RAM is an acronym for random access memory.) The
entered phrase should be lower case and the acronyn in upper case,
just like the examples

80. Write a program that will allow two users to play tic-tac-toe. The
program should ask for moves alternately from player X and player
0. The program displays the initial game position
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1 2 3
4 5 6
7 8 9

The players enter their moved by entering the position number they
wish to mark. After each move the program displays the changed
board. A sample board configuration is

X X O
4 O 6
7 O 9

81. Write a program that does the following:

• Opens a graphics window on your machine

• Draws the outline of a square in the center of the graphics
window

• Changes the color of the square when the user clicks on the
square. Subsequent clicks should alternate between a solid color
and just the outline of the square

• Clicking outside the circle should close the window.

82. Write a program to have the user input (3) numbers: (f)rom, (t)o,
(i)ncrement. Count from f to t in increments of i, inclusive of f
and t. For example, if the input is f = 2, t = 26, and i = 4, the
program would output: 2, 6, 10, 14, 18, 22, 26.

If you used a while loop, rewrite your program using a for loop.
Otherwise, if you used a for loop, rewrite your program using a
while loop. If you didn’t use a while or for loop, then rewrite your
program once to use a while loop and again to use a for loop.

83. Write an Account class that simulates a savings account. Require-
ments
1. Write an Account class sufficient for the commands below. No
more no less.
2. Accounts support deposits, withdrawals, and the awarding of in-
terest.
3. The interest rate has a default of 2%, if not set by creator.

account1 = Account("Robert", 100, .03)

account2 = Account("Sue")

print( account1 )

prints ”Robert has $100.00 in his/her account.”
print( account2 )

prints ”Sue has $0.00 in his/her account.”
account2.deposit(30)

print(account2 )

prints ”Sue has $30.00 in his/her account.”
account2.withdraw(40)

prints “Sorry, you have insufficient funds.”
account2.withdraw(20)

prints ”Sue has $10.00 in his/her account.”
account1.interest()

changes Robert’s balance to 103.00
print(account1)

prints ”Robert has $103.00 in his/her account.”
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